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Unusual Higgs boson signal in R-parity violating nonminimal supersymmetric
models at the LHC
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We predict an unconventional background free signal of the Higgs boson in R-parity violating
nonminimal supersymmetric models at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). The signal comprises
dilepton plus four hadronic jets and two large displaced vertices. The displaced leptons and jets
are coming from the decay of the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP), which is predominantly a
gauge-singlet neutrino. A pair of such LSPs can couple to a Higgs boson, created via gluon fusion.
We have analyzed two cases - one corresponding to the tree-level Higgs boson mass and another
with the one-loop corrected mass of the Higgs boson. A reliable Higgs mass reconstruction using
this signal can lead to discovery at the LHC with center-of-mass energy
√
s = 14 TeV and 5 fb−1
of integrated luminosity (L). Even at √s = 7 TeV and L = 5 fb−1, a reasonable number of events
are expected. Besides, mass reconstruction of a gauge-singlet LSP can provide an estimate of the
seesaw scale.
PACS numbers: 12.60.Jv, 14.60.Pq, 14.60.St, 14.80.Da
I. INTRODUCTION
Supersymmetric theories have commendable suc-
cess in taming the ill behaved quadratic divergences
of the mass of the hitherto unseen standard model
(SM) Higgs boson. Recently, inception of the LHC
experiment at CERN has given fresh impetus to the
hope of discovering the Higgs boson and weak scale
supersymmetry.
In this paper, we propose a prodigious signal for
the Higgs boson in supersymmetry, having a pair of
leptons and four hadronic jets along with large dis-
placed vertices ( >∼ 2 m). With the aid of these dis-
placed vertices, all of the SM backgrounds can be ef-
faced. Displaced vertices arising from minimal super-
symmetric standard model (MSSM) with Rp violation
(6Rp) (see review [1]) are usually much smaller [2], and
thus hardly mimic this signal. Furthermore, the im-
print of this signal is different from that of the cosmic
muons which have definite entry and exit point in the
detector. So this is apparently a clean signal and a
discovery, thus, is definite even with small number of
signal events.
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This unusual signal would produce visible tracks in
the muon chamber of the CMS or ATLAS detector
(electrons will be absorbed in the iron yoke of muon-
chamber), along with some accompanying noise (from
the associated hadronic jets). These tracks are iso-
lated tracks produced by stand-alone muons without
any matching tracks in the inner detector. It is in-
deed difficult for the conventional triggers to work
for this specific signal; rather this asks for a dedi-
cated special trigger which we believe is a challeng-
ing task for experimentalists. Nevertheless, in addi-
tion to this final state topology, one can also have the
usual global muon signatures which produce contin-
uous matching tracks in the detector, starting from
the inner tracker to the muon chamber, but with
smaller displaced vertices. The associated electrons
and hadronic jets also leave their signatures in the
inner tracker and calorimeters. These events can be
easily triggered with conventional triggers.
II. THE MODEL
The underlying model contains 6 Rp and, is non-
minimal in nature with SM gauge singlet right-handed
neutrino superfields (νˆci ). The right sneutrinos (ν˜
c
i )
through their vacuum expectation values provide a so-
lution [3, 4] to the µ-problem [5]. Besides, the right-
handed neutrinos (νci ) together with 6Rp are instru-
mental for light neutrino mass generation [6–9], con-
sistent with three flavour global fit [10]. This model
2is known as the µνSSM [3, 4].
The superpotential of µνSSM is given by,
W = W ′ + ǫabY ijν Hˆ
b
uLˆ
a
i νˆ
c
j − ǫabλiνˆci Hˆad Hˆbu
+
1
3
κijk νˆci νˆ
c
j νˆ
c
k, (1)
where W ′ is the MSSM superpotential without the µ-
term. Lepton number violation ( L) by odd unit(s) in
the last two terms of Eq.(1) triggers 6Rp. The fourth
term of Eq.(1) apart from excluding the massless axion
[11], generates TeV scale right-chiral neutrino Majo-
rana masses. Bilinear terms are forbidden in W by
an imposed Z3 symmetry. The associated problem of
domain wall formation [12] from spontaneous break-
ing of this Z3 symmetry can be ameliorated through
known methods [13]. Scalar and fermion sectors for
µνSSM are addressed in Refs. [4, 6, 7, 9].
The neutralino LSP, χ˜01 in µνSSM can be predom-
inantly ( >∼ 70%) νc-like (also known as a singlino
LSP). χ˜01 being singlet, χ˜
0
1χ˜
0
1Z or χ˜
0
1qq˜ couplings [9]
are vanishingly small, which in turn results in very
small cross-section for direct χ˜01 pair production. On
the contrary, the third term of Eq.(1) may produce
a large χ˜01χ˜
0
1S
0
i [9] coupling with λ ∼ O (1), where
S0i are the scalar states. With the chosen set of pa-
rameters (see Table I) we obtained S04 ≡ h0, where
h0 is the lightest Higgs boson of MSSM. In addition,
with heavy squark/gluino masses as indicated in Ta-
ble I for different benchmark points, production of a
singlino LSP through cascade decays is suppressed. In
the backdrop of such a scenario, production of h0 in
the gluon fusion channel followed by the decay process
h0 → χ˜01χ˜01 will be the leading production channel for
the singlino LSP at the LHC. We want to emphasize
here that for the first part of our analysis we choose
to work with the tree level mass of the lightest CP-
even Higgs boson (S04 ≡ h0) of the µνSSM. With loop
corrections the Higgs boson mass can be much higher
[4, 7]. For loop corrected Higgs boson mass, the pro-
cess h0 → χ˜01χ˜01 can produce heavy singlinolike LSPs
with smaller decay lengths [7]. However, our general
conclusions will not change for a singlino LSP in the
mass range 40 − 60 GeV. We will present a similar
analysis with the one-loop correction in the neutral
scalar sector in detail, to justify our statement.
III. SCENARIO-I
In this section we present a detailed analysis of the
unconventional signal mentioned in the introduction,
with the tree level mass spectra of µνSSM. A set of
four benchmark points (BPs) used for collider studies
compatible with neutrino data [10], up to one-loop
level analysis of neutrino masses, and mixing [9] are
given in Table I. Here we have shown the physical
mass spectra and the values of only two parameters,
namely, µ and tanβ. Other parameters are not shown
here. However, note that these are sample points and
similar spectra can be obtained in a reasonably large
region of the parameter space even after satisfying all
the constraints from neutrino experiments.
TABLE I: µ-parameter, tanβ and relevant mass spectrum
(GeV) for the chosen benchmark points. m
χ˜
±
1,2,3
≡ me,µ,τ .
BP-1 BP-2 BP-3 BP-4
µ 177.0 196.68 153.43 149.12
tan β 10 10 30 30
m
h0
(≡ m
S0
4
) 91.21 91.63 92.74 92.83
m
S0
1
48.58 49.33 47.27 49.84
m
P0
2
47.21 49.60 59.05 49.45
m
S
±
2
187.11 187.10 187.21 187.21
m
b˜1
831.35 831.33 830.67 830.72
m
b˜2
875.03 875.05 875.72 875.67
mt˜1
763.41 763.63 761.99 761.98
mt˜2
961.38 961.21 962.46 962.48
m
χ˜0
1
43.0 44.07 44.20 44.24
m
χ˜0
2
55.70 57.64 61.17 60.49
m
χ˜
±
4
151.55 166.61 133.69 130.77
For the set of specified benchmark points, we ob-
serve, the process h0 → χ˜01χ˜01 to be one of the dom-
inant decay modes of h0 (branching fraction within
35-65%), while the process h0 → bb¯ remains the main
competitor. In Table I only the third generation
squark masses are shown.
The mass of χ˜01 (mχ˜0
1
) for the chosen points is always
less than mW (see Table I). For such a light χ˜
0
1, at the
tree level only three body decay modes are allowed.
General three body final states are,
χ˜01 → bb¯νk, ℓ+i ℓ−j νk, qiq¯iνk, qiq¯′jℓ∓k , νiν¯jνk, (2)
where i, j, k are flavor indices. We choose the spe-
cific decay mode χ˜01 → qiq¯′jℓ±k to yield a signal pp →
2ℓ+4j+X in the final state. The dilepton have same
sign on 50% occurrence since χ˜01 is a Majorana par-
ticle. Detection of these leptons and jets can lead to
reliable mass reconstruction for χ˜01 and Higgs boson in
the absence of missing energy in the final state. There
is one more merit of this analysis; i.e., invariant mass
reconstruction for a singlino LSP can give us an es-
timation of the seesaw scale, since the right-handed
neutrinos are operational in light neutrino mass gen-
eration through a TeV scale seesaw mechanism [3, 6].
3For the chosen benchmark points Br(χ˜01 → qiq¯′jℓ±k )
lies within 8 − 10%. However, concerning the real
experimental ambience, extra jets can arise from ini-
tial state radiation and final state radiation. Likewise
semileptonic decays of quarks can accrue extra lep-
tons. Also from the experimental point of view one
cannot have zero missing pT in the final state. With
this set of information we optimize our chosen signal
as
(nj ≥ 4) + (nℓ ≥ 2) + (6pT ≤ 30 GeV), (3)
where nj(ℓ) represents the number of jets(leptons).
It should be noted that, similar final states can ap-
pear from the decay of heavier scalar or pseudoscalar
states in the model. Obviously, their production cross
section will be smaller compared to h0 and the invari-
ant mass distribution (some other distributions also)
should be different in those cases.
PYTHIA (version 6.4.22) [14] has been used for
the purpose of event generation. The corresponding
mass spectrum and decay branching fractions are fed
to PYTHIA by using the SLHA interface [15]. Sub-
sequent decays of the produced particles, hadroniza-
tion and the collider analysis were performed using
PYTHIA. We used CTEQ5L parton distribution func-
tion (PDF) [16] for the analysis. The renormaliza-
tion/factorization scale Q was chosen to be the par-
ton level center-of-mass energy,
√
sˆ. We also kept ini-
tial state radiation, final state radiation and multi-
ple interaction on for the analysis. The production
cross-section of h0 via gluon fusion channel for differ-
ent benchmark points (Table I) is shown in Table II.
TABLE II: Hard scattering cross-section in fb for the pro-
cess gg → h0 for PDF CTEQ5L with Q =
√
sˆ.
BP-1 BP-2 BP-3 BP-4√
s = 7 TeV 6837 7365 6932 6948√
s = 14 TeV 23150 25000 23580 23560
We have used PYCELL, the toy calorimeter simula-
tion provided in PYTHIA, with the following criteria:
I. The calorimeter coverage is |η| < 4.5 and the seg-
mentation is given by ∆η × ∆φ = 0.09 × 0.09 which
resembles a generic LHC detector.
II. ∆R ≡
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 = 0.5 has been used in
cone algorithm for jet finding.
III. pjetT,min = 10 GeV.
IV. No jet matches with a hard lepton in the event.
In addition, the following set of standard kinematic
cuts were incorporated throughout:
1. pℓT ≥ 5 GeV and |η|ℓ ≤ 2.5,
2. |η|j ≤ 2.5, ∆Rℓj ≥ 0.4, ∆Rℓℓ ≥ 0.2,
where ∆Rℓj and ∆Rℓℓ measure the lepton-jet and
lepton-lepton isolation, respectively. Events with iso-
lated leptons, having pT ≥ 5 GeV are taken for the
final state analysis.
One of the striking features in µνSSM is that certain
ratios of branching fractions of the LSP decay modes
are correlated with the neutrino mixing angles [6, 7].
This implies nµ > ne in the final state. Fig.1 shows
the lepton multiplicity distribution for inclusive ≥ 2ℓ
(≥ 2µ + ≥ 2e+1µ, 1e) and exclusive (≥ 2µ, ≥ 2e) for
BP-2, without the signal criteria [Eq.(3)]. Muon dom-
inance of the higher histograms (without any isolation
cuts) continues to the lower ones even after the appli-
cation of ∆Rℓj , ∆Rℓℓ cuts. Consequently, we observe
that the correlation between ne and nµ also appears
in the lower histograms (Fig.1) with a ratio ∼ 1:3.
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FIG. 1: Lepton multiplicity distribution of signal for
√
s =
7 and 14 TeV with 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. For
more details, see text.
We present number of events for final state signal
(Eq. 3) in Table III both for
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV
for L = 5 fb−1, without a cut on the actual χ˜01 decay
position. The average decay length for a singlinolike
LSP is determined by the LSP mass as well as by a set
of parameters (λ, κ, vc, Y iiν , v
′
i) so that the constraints
on neutrino masses and mixing are satisfied. Here
vc and v′i stand for the vacuum expectation values
of the right- and left-handed sneutrino fields. The
average decay length increases for smaller LSP mass
and for a singlinolike LSP with a mass ∼ 20 GeV, the
average decay length comes out to be ∼ 100 meters
[7]. For such a choice, a large fraction of the LSPs will
decay outside the detector. We have not considered
such possibilities in our analysis. The average decay
lengths for all the four benchmark points are shown in
Table IV. It is interesting to note from Table III that
the correlation between ne and nµ in the final state
is still well maintained, similar to what was shown in
4the lower histograms of Fig.1 even with the final state
signal topology [Eq.(3)].
TABLE III: Expected number of events of signals for L =
5 fb−1 for
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV.
√
s signal BP-1 BP-2 BP-3 BP-4
≥ 4j+ ≥ 2ℓ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 181 153 170 173
7 ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 100 85 97 100
TeV ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2e+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 27 23 21 23
≥ 4j + 1e + 1µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 54 46 52 50
≥ 4j+ ≥ 2ℓ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 1043 878 951 929
14 ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 580 463 533 513
TeV ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2e+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 160 139 121 129
≥ 4j + +1e + 1µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 306 279 300 290
TABLE IV: Average decay lengths (L) for a singlino LSP
for different benchmark points.
BP-1 BP-2 BP-3 BP-4
L (meter) 5.20 4.23 5.20 5.35
The entries of Table III suffer a diminution with
a cut on the χ˜01 decay position. Table V represents
the number of signal events in different ranges of the
transverse decay length (LT ) for BP-2, after apply-
ing the cuts. Other benchmark points show similar
behaviour. The number of events with decay length
(see Table V) near the muon chamber at CMS is ap-
proximately ∼ 10% of the total number of events.
However, being free of backgrounds even this can lead
TABLE V: Number of signal events for L = 5 fb−1 for√
s = 7 and 14 TeV at different ranges of the decay length
for BP-2 with 1 cm < LT1 ≤ 50 cm, 50 cm < LT2 ≤ 3 m
and 3 m < LT3 ≤ 6 m. LTi s are different transverse decay
lengths.
No. of events√
s signal LT1 LT2 LT3
≥ 4j+ ≥ 2ℓ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 45 69 17
7 ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 27 38 11
TeV ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2e+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 6 10 2
≥ 4j + 1e + 1µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 12 21 4
≥ 4j+ ≥ 2ℓ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 234 373 98
14 ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 128 218 58
TeV ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2e+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 37 45 16
≥ 4j + +1e+ 1µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 69 113 24
to discovery at 14 TeV run of the LHC with L = 5
fb−1. At 7 TeV the situation looks much less promis-
ing and much higher luminosity is required for discov-
ering such an event. There exists reasonable number
of events (∼ 30%) with decay length in between 1 cm
and 50 cm (see Table V and Fig.2). As stated earlier
these events can leave their signs in inner tracker and
calorimeters as well as can produce tracks in the muon
chamber. Besides, about ∼ 40% of signal events ap-
pear in the range of 50 cm to 3 m which may or may
not leave traces in tracker and calorimeters depending
on the decay length but will definitely produce visible
tracks in the muon chamber. Thus we can have novel
final states observed not only in the muon chambers
of the LHC detectors but also in the inner tracker
and calorimeters. Therefore combining these differ-
ent signatures new discoveries are envisaged. A very
small fraction of events (∼ 4%) do have a decay length
greater than the size of the CMS detector (For ATLAS
this fraction is somewhat smaller) which will yield the
conventional missing energy signature.
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FIG. 2: Transverse decay length distribution of χ˜01 for√
s = 7 and 14 TeV with BP-2 for a typical detector size
∼ 10 m with L = 5 fb−1. Minimum bin size is 10 cm. The
signal is given by Eq.(3).
Results of invariant mass reconstruction for χ˜01 and
h0 for BP-2 are shown in Fig.3. We choose jjℓ in-
variant mass M(jjℓ) for mχ˜0
1
reconstruction. Recon-
struction of mh0 was achieved through M(jjjjℓℓ), in-
variant mass of jjjjℓℓ [see Eq.(3)]. We take the jets
and leptons from the window of 35GeV ≤ M(jjℓ) ≤
45GeV to construct M(jjjjℓℓ). Even a narrow win-
dow like this cannot kill all the combinatorial back-
grounds. As a corollary, effect of combinatorial back-
ground for mχ˜0
1
reconstruction (4C2 for j and
2C1 for
ℓ) also causes long tail for Higgs mass distribution.
IV. SCENARIO-II
In this section we present a similar analysis like
scenario-I, but with the inclusion of one-loop radia-
tive correction in the neutral scalar sector. Mass of the
lightest doubletlike Higgs boson increases as an effect
of adding the one-loop correction in the scalar sector
and consequently the process h0 → χ˜01χ˜01 can yield a
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FIG. 3: Invariant mass distribution for χ˜01 (jjℓ), as well as
the Higgs boson (jjjjℓℓ). Plots are shown for
√
s = 7 and
14 TeV with 1 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. The Number
of events for reconstructing mχ˜0
1
for
√
s = 7(14) TeV are
scaled by a multiplicative factor 4(7).
heavier singlinolike LSP, compared to the benchmark
points presented in Table I. Also a heavier singlino
LSP will give rise to a smaller decay length and thus
offer a better chance of detecting this unusual signal at
a collider experiments. All of these features will be ex-
plored in further details in the subsequent paragraphs.
For the one-loop corrections to the neutral scalar sec-
tor of the µνSSM we consider the dominant contribu-
tions only, coming from the quarks and squarks in the
loop[4]. The A0 and B0 functions [17, 18] appearing
in the loop calculations are chosen according to Ref.
[19]. A set of two benchmark points with one-loop
corrected neutral scalar masses are shown in Table
VI.
TABLE VI: µ-parameter, tanβ and relevant mass spec-
trum (GeV) for benchmark points with one-loop corrected
scalar masses. m
χ˜
±
1,2,3
≡ me,µ,τ and mh0 ≡ mS0
4
.
BP-5 BP-6
µ 137.19 145.08
tanβ 30 10
m
h0
115.01 119.36
m
S0
1
61.11 61.07
m
S0
2
61.11 61.07
m
S0
3
61.21 62.25
m
P0
2
69.87 66.59
m
S
±
2
187.22 187.12
m
b˜1
830.85 831.37
m
b˜2
875.55 875.00
mt˜1
761.93 763.06
mt˜2
962.51 961.66
m
χ˜0
1
52.72 54.60
m
χ˜0
2
73.71 74.90
m
χ˜
±
4
120.85 125.53
Since we consider effect of one-loop corrections only
to the neutral scalar sector and not for the neutral
pseudoscalar sector, for these set of benchmark points
neutrino data [10] are satisfied only for tree level neu-
trino masses and mixing. A complete analysis of one-
loop corrected neutrino masses and mixing with scalar
as well as pseudoscalar Higgs boson masses at the one-
loop level is beyond the scope of the present paper.
The trilinear couplings Au and Ad have been chosen
accordingly [4], in order to obtain different mass eigen-
values of the lightest doubletlike neutral Higgs boson.
Another important observation with the inclusion of
one-loop radiative corrections to the scalar sector of
µνSSM is that for the doubletlike Higgs (h0 ≡ S04)
the following two body decays h0 → S0i S0j , P 0aP 0b with
i, j = 1, 2, 3 and a, b = 2, 3, 4 become kinematically
more accessible. Thus unlike h0 → bb¯ for scenario-I,
these processes can now become the dominant com-
petitors to achieve a reasonable branching ratio for
the process h0 → χ˜01χ˜01. However, in the present
analysis we have avoided such a situation. A pair
of benchmark points has been chosen such that the
two-body decays like h0 → S0i S0j , P 0aP 0b are kinemat-
ically disfavoured. These are presented in Table VI.
For these benchmark points (BP5 and BP6), the pro-
cess h0 → bb¯ remains the main competitor to achieve
a large Br(h0 → χ˜01χ˜01). Three body decays of h0 into
Zff¯ or W±f1f2 (where f, f1, f2 are either leptons or
quarks) share very small branching ratios [7] when
two body decays are kinematically allowed. For the
two benchmark points shown in Table VI the singlino
purity is set to be >∼ 60%.
As argued earlier, with one-loop corrected Higgs bo-
son mass, the process h0 → χ˜01χ˜01 can yield heavy
singlinolike LSPs with smaller decay lengths which are
shown in Table VII. It is clear from Table VII, that
for mχ˜0
1
∼ 50 − 55 GeV, the decay lengths are ∼ O
(2−2.5 m). The singlino LSP mass as shown in Table
VI are higher compared to those shown in Table I. In
general, the average decay length can vary from 2− 8
m depending on the LSP mass in the range of 40− 55
GeV. It is to be noted that unlike scenario-I, here the
branching ratio for the process h0 → χ˜01χ˜01 lies within
45%−85%, whereas Br(χ˜01 → qiq¯′jℓ±k ) lies in the same
range as in scenario-I.
As discussed earlier, even lighter singlinolike LSP
(mχ˜0
1
∼ 20 GeV) can be achieved with smaller val-
ues of the trilinear coupling κ in the superpotential.
However, the associated average decay length will be
very large ∼ O (100) m [7] and a large fraction of
the LSPs will decay outside the detector. In addi-
tion to a very large decay length, smaller κ values
will make decays like h0 → S0i S0j , P 0aP 0b kinematically
6possible, with lighter scalar and pseudoscalar states.
These decays, when allowed are usually the dominant
decay modes for h0 which lead to the different final
state. Thus, combining the two scenarios (with tree-
level and one-loop corrected Higgs boson mass), we
conclude that the discovery of the signal discussed in
this paper works in the range of LSP mass ∼ 40-60
GeV.
TABLE VII: Average decay lengths (L) for a singlino LSP
for different benchmark points with one-loop corrected
scalar masses.
BP-5 BP-6
L (meter) 2.65 2.10
The approach of collider analysis is exactly the same
as that of scenario-I. The production cross-section of
one-loop corrected h0 via gluon fusion channel for dif-
ferent benchmark points (Table VI) is given in Table
VIII. It is evident from Table II and Table VIII that
the hard scattering cross-section for h0 production
through gluon fusion at the LHC suffers diminution
with the inclusion of one-loop radiative corrections.
TABLE VIII: Hard scattering cross-section in fb for the
process gg → h0 for PDF CTEQ5L with Q =
√
sˆ with
one-loop corrected scalar masses.
BP-5 BP-6√
s = 7 TeV 4211.04 3759.31√
s = 14 TeV 15135.68 13712.05
Also we present the number of signal events with a
cut on χ˜01 decay position in Table IX for BP-5, which
is exactly similar to that of Table V but with one-loop
corrected CP-even scalar masses.
TABLE IX: Number of signal events for L = 5 fb−1 for√
s = 7 and 14 TeV at different ranges of the decay length
for BP-5 with 1 cm < LT1 ≤ 50 cm, 50 cm < LT2 ≤ 3 m
and 3 m < LT3 ≤ 6 m. LTi s are different transverse decay
lengths with one-loop corrected scalar masses.
No. of events√
s signal LT1 LT2 LT3
≥ 4j+ ≥ 2ℓ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 71 101 15
7 ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 45 64 9
TeV ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2e+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 8 11 0.4
≥ 4j + 1e + 1µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 18 26 6
≥ 4j+ ≥ 2ℓ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 371 523 86
14 ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 221 315 52
TeV ≥ 4j+ ≥ 2e+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 50 72 12
≥ 4j + +1e+ 1µ+ 6pT ≤ 30 GeV 99 138 22
Since the average decay length is smaller for a heav-
ier neutralino originating from the decay of h0 with
one-loop corrected mass, now almost ∼ 35% of the
total number of events appears within 1− 50 cm and
roughly ∼ 50% of the total number of signal events
appears within 50 cm − 3 m. Integrating the signa-
tures of this signal in the two above mentioned range
of decay lengths, one can observe either tracks in
the tracker and calorimeters along with conventional
global muon signature (LSP decay length in the range
1 − 50 cm) or tracks in the muon chamber without
matching tracks in the tracker and calorimeters (for
LSP decay length close to 3 m). In the case of LSP
decay lengths between 50 cm and 2 m, one can have
signatures in the electromagnetic calorimeter and/or
hadronic calorimeter (depending on the actual decay
position) along with the muon tracks in the muon
chamber. The fraction of total number of events ap-
pearing completely in the muon chamber (LSP decay
length between 3 and 6 m) with stand alone muon sig-
nature is slightly less (∼ 8%) compared to scenario-I,
but still reasonable enough to lead to new discovery
particularly with the
√
s = 14 TeV run of LHC.
For the 7 TeV LHC run things are definitely less
promising and would require a higher luminosity for
claiming discovery. Since the average decay length
is small for the two benchmark points studied for
scenario-II (see Table VII), the fraction of events ap-
pearing outside the detector is ∼ 1 − 2% of the to-
tal number of events, which is smaller compared to
scenario-I. All of these features are also evident from
Fig. 4, where the transverse decay length distribu-
tion is shown for BP-5. So once again combining the
entire range of LSP decay length, we can have novel
final states observed not only in the muon chambers
of the LHC detectors but also in the inner tracker
and calorimeters. Therefore, with the observation of
these different signatures, new discoveries are envis-
aged even with the inclusion of one-loop corrections
in the scalar sector.
Results of invariant mass reconstruction for χ˜01 and
h0 for BP-5 are shown in Fig.5 but with
√
s = 14 TeV
of LHC run only. As already stated in the context of
Fig.3, we choose jjℓ invariant mass M(jjℓ) for mχ˜0
1
reconstruction. This plot is similar to that of Fig.3
with similar explanations.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have studied an unusual but spec-
tacular signal of Higgs boson in supersymmetry. This
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FIG. 4: Transverse decay length distribution of χ˜01 for√
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signal can give rise to non-standard activities in the
muon chamber with muon(s) and four hadronic jets.
There are, however, number of events which can leave
their imprints not only at the muon chamber but also
in the inner tracker and calorimeters concurrently. In-
tegrating these two signatures can lead to discovery of
an unusual signal of Higgs boson at the 14 TeV run
of the LHC. Though with higher luminosity, discovery
at
√
s =7 TeV is also possible. Indubitably, develope-
ment of new triggers and event reconstruction tools is
essential. This signal is generic to a class of models
where gauge-singlet neutrinos and 6Rp take part simul-
taneously in generating neutrino masses and mixing.
Another interesting feature of this study is that the
number of muonic events in the final state is larger
than the number of electron events and the ratio of
these two numbers can be predicted from the study
of the neutrino mixing angles. It is also important
to note that such a generic conclusion remains valid
with and without considering the effect of one-loop
corrections in the scalar sector.
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